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ABSTRACT

A stochastic model to predict phase inversion behaviour in agitated liquid-liquid dispersions
is presented. The model uses a Monte Carlo technique to simulate the random motion and
interactions of the drops in the dispersion taking into account the fundamental hydrodynamics
of drop deformation, coalescence and break-up. Comparisons of the results with those
obtained experimentally indicate good qualitative agreement with key features being captured
by the model.

INTRODUCTION

A dispersion of two immiscible liquids can exist in the fonn of two general morphologies
depending on the conditions governing the system. A water-in-oil (w/o) dispersion exists
when the aqueous phase is dispersed in the organic phase and an oil-in-water (o/w) dispersion
is one in which the organic phase is dispersed in the aqueous phase. Phase inversion occurs
when these states spontaneously interchange (i.e. the dispersed phase inverts to become the
continuous phase and vice versa) after an infinitesimal perturbation is imposed on the system.
The phase inversion point is therefore the dispersed phase holdup at which this interchange
occurs.

Due to the difficulties in understanding the mechanism which is responsible for phase
inversion, the ability to predict the point of phase inversion is severely limited. Studies on
how phase inversion behaviour is affected by the various physical and physicochemical
parameters are restricted due to the complexity in uncoupling the effects of individual
parameters. Few attempts have been made to predict the phase inversion point theoretically,
with emphasis being placed instead on developing empirical correlations. Nevertheless, there
is a considerable amount of variation between the results predicted by these correlations 1.

Few computational models have been developed for predicting phase inversion behaviour.
Juswandi attempted to simulate phase inversion of a dispersion existing in a thin annular
liquid film flowing around a tube wall using a Monte Carlo method. In Juswandi ' s model, a

similar algorithm to the Metropolis Monte Carlo method3 is used to generate a trajectory in
phase space which samples from a chosen statistical ensemble.

Our work attempts to incorporate the fundamental processes of drop hydrodynamics such as
deformation, coalescence and break-up absent from the model of Juswandi2. Since a large
portion of phase inversion research has concentrated on liquid-liquid dispersions in agitated
vessels, culminating in a vast amount of experimental data, our model describes a dispersion
that occurs in agitated vessels. The model is being extended to flowing systems.



METHODOLOGY

GeneraIApproach

Some of the assumptions used in the algorithm by Juswandi2 are retained: The drops assume
a spherical shape, having equal sizes corresponding to the Sauter mean diameter, D32 (rn),
and distributed uniformly in a face centred cubic configuration in the dispersion lattice.

For each dispersion morphology (water-in-oil and oil-in-water), a randomly selected drop in
the dispersion lattice is moved using a method somewhat similar to the Metropolis Monte
Carlo method3. The drop is checked for the possibility of it coalescing with a neighbouring
drop, subject to the limitations given by the maximum stable drop size, Dmax (rn). In the event
of coalescence, the coalesced drop is placed in the position of the neighbouring drop with
which the ~elected drop has coalesced. Another randomly selected drop is then checked for
the possibility of break-up (and re-coalescence). If break-up occurs, one daughter drop is
placed at the original location of the mother drop whereas the other daughter drop is
randomly placed. The stead~-state drop size distribution is generated after a sufticiently large
number of moves [-0(10 )] and the total interfacial energy for the dispersion is then
calculated. The process is repeated for increments in the water holdup until the total
interfacial energy for the oil-in-water morphology decreases below that for the water-in-oil
morphology. At this point, phase inversion from a water-in-oil dispersion morphology to an
oil-in-water dispersion morphology is assumed to take place.

Break-up & Coalescence Probabilities

The probabÝIÝty of drop break-up, n, retaÝned from the model of JuswandÝ2, Ýncorporates both
the hydrodynamÝc condÝtÝons surroundÝng the drop and the effect of vÝscosÝty:
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Re Ýs the Reynolds number (defined by Re = PcNDI2/1lc where Pc Ýs the contÝnuous phase

densÝty (kg/m3), N the agÝtation speed (S-l), Dý the Ýmpeller dÝameter (rn) and ilc the
contÝnuous phase vÝscosÝty (Pa.s)], D Ýs the drop dÝameter (rn), Dmin the mÝnÝmum stable drop
dÝameter (rn), and ,t/d the dÝspersed phase vÝscosÝty (Pa.s).

For two approaching drops with volumes V and V' (rn3) to coalesce, the intervening
continuous phase film must drain such that the film ruptures. This occurs when the contact
time is sufficiently long for the film to drain to the critical film rupture thickness. In this
work, two models for the coalescence probability are used:

1. Coulaloglou & Tavlarides4 (Based on a model for film drainage)
VXV'X ,,4~
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2. SOVOVa5 (Based on the impaction ofthe colliding drops)

[ K u(V% + V1% )(V + V')
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where J.,ý and J.,2 are coalescence probabilities. These are combined to give a single
coalescence probability, J.,, as proposed by sovova5:
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Ký and K2 are constants, Pd Ýs the dÝspersed phase densÝty (kg/m3}, and o" the ÝnterfacÝal
tensÝon (N/m}.

Drop Size Correlations

The correlatÝon used for the maxÝmum stable drop sÝze, Dmax, was that of ShÝnnar6 whereas
the Sauter mean dÝameter, D32, Ýs gÝven by the correlatÝon of Chen and MÝddleman7, The
mÝnÝmum stable drop sÝze, Dmin, below whÝch drop break-up cannot occur was set at zero
sÝnce values for Dmin are very small compared to that for Dmax and because the probabÝIÝty of
drop break-up, equatÝon (1), Ýs relatÝvely ÝnsensÝtÝve to Dmino

Accounting for Drop Deformation

At high phase volume holdups when the dispersion becomes increasingly concentrated, the
translation of drops without inter-penetration becomes unfeasible. The drops are therefore
allowed to inter-penetrate each other in the present model, this being interpreted as the
'deformation' of the drops into prolate spheroids. The 'deformability' of the drops is
governed by a probability , 'p; given by: ( ,, oôA.

tJ1=exp -K
p N2;~D1)lj'3 c 1 ,,

whÝch restricts the random translatÝon of the drops that result Ýn larger degrees of Ýnter-
penetratÝon. In equatÝon (5), M; Ýs the change Ýn the ÝnterfacÝal area (rn2) as a result of
'deformatÝon' and K3 Ýs a constant. The numerator represents the energy requÝred to deform a
drop whereas the denomÝnator denotes the total system kÝnetÝc energy avaÝlable to Ýnduce the
'deformatÝon' ofthe chosen drop.

(5)

BRIEF DISCUSSION OF RESUL TS

Effect of Drop Initial Conditions

Simulations using different initial drop conditions such as the initial mean drop sizest the
initial number of dropSt the polydispersity and the initial packing state of the system indicate
that the total interfacial energy per unit volume tends to a stationary value after a significantly
large number of random translations8. This indicates that the energy states of the system are
largely insensitive to the initial conditions. The drop size distributionst however t have been
found to be slightly sensitive to initial drop conditions8. These are due to the effects of the
different initial states on the coalescence and break-up probabilities which tend to have a
permanent effect on the final drop size distributions. Neverthelesst as inversion holdups in
this model are govemed mainly by the relative interfacial energies of each dispersion
morphology t it can be concluded that the holdup itself is insensitive to the initial conditions.

Effect of Viscosity on the Inversion Holdup

FÝgure 1 shows that as the dÝspersed to contÝnuous phase vÝscosÝty Ýs Ýncreased, the ÝnversÝon
holdup, r;Ýnv, Ýncreases as observed by Selker and SleÝche? .These results are also Ýn good
qualÝtatÝve agreement wÝth the scalÝng law of Y eh et al.l0 In the absence of vÝscosÝty
dÝfferences, the system Ýnverts at a holdup of 0.5, Ýn agreement wÝth the predÝctÝons of
McClarey and Mansoori 11. As the dÝspersed to contÝnuous phase vÝscosÝty Ýs Ýncreased, the



coalescence probability increases for the w/o dispersion and decreases for the o/w dispersion
as a direct result of film drainage times. On the other hand, from equation (1), the break-up
probability decreases for w/o dispersions and increases for o/w dispersions. These result in
larger mean drop sizes and lower interfacial energies. Thus there is an overall downward shift
in the energy curve of the w/o dispersion and a corresponding upward shift in the energy
curve ofthe o/w energy curve leading to a higher inversion holdup as illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 1 Inversion holdup as a function ofthe water to oil viscosity ratio (equal density system)

Note that the trendlines are added for clarity rather than on a theoretical basis

Drop Size Distributions

FÝgure 3 Ýllustrates typÝcal dÝstributÝons obtaÝned at phase ÝnversÝon for various system
condÝtÝons; we have found no sÝngle general shape for the drop sÝze distributÝons near the
ÝnversÝon poÝnt. The lack of data for drop sÝze dÝstributÝons near the ÝnversÝon poÝnt, however,
makes comparisons of OUf model predÝctÝons wÝth experimental observatÝons difficult.

CONCLUSIONS

W e have developed a Monte Carlo technique to predict phase inversion of liquid-liquid
dispersions in agitated vessels. This model, which takes into account drop deformation,
coalescence and break-up, shows good agreement with observations obtained experimentally.
Although the hysteresis effects which are normally present in systems undergoing phase
inversion cannot be captured by the model, this model is nevertheless a promising basis
which can be developed further to study phase inversion behaviour .
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Figure 3 Typical drop size distributions at phase inversion
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